Francesca Hogi
Coach, Speaker, Writer, & Podcaster

Francesca is an energetic, inspiring, and engaging speaker who has lit up stages for large and small audiences alike. She speaks live to an audience of thousands each week on Clubhouse, as well as thousands more for her podcast, Dear Franny. She has been a regular contributor to NBC’s Today Show, SiriusXM radio, and more.

SPEAKING TOPICS

✓ Personal Branding
✓ Establishing Your Expertise and Authority
✓ Co-Creating More Harmonious Relationships
✓ Beyond Goal-Setting: Creating a Life Vision
✓ Silencing Your Inner Critic
✓ Transcending the Challenges of Modern Dating

WORK WITH ME

To invite me as your next speaker, feel free to contact me through any of the following channels:

✉️ francesca@francescahogi.com  📸 @dearfranny
🌐 francescahogi.com